MARCIA BALL SINGS THE BLUES THROUGH THE DYNACORD®
COBRA™ COMPACT LINE ARRAY AT NEW DULUTH
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
Duluth, MN (October 10, 2003): A stately red brick neo-gothic cathedral
overlooking Duluth and Lake Superior is the home of the city’s new Sacred
Heart Music Center. This non-profit organization was established to
renovate and preserve the 107 year-old building, whilst keeping it alive in
being a venue for regional, national and international performance artists.
The former cathedral is listed as a Duluth Heritage Landmark and is also
on the National Register of Historic Places. It is also home to an
impressive 1898 Felgemaker pipe organ, listed by the Organ Historical
Society. Austin, Texas based blues artist Marcia Ball played a show at the
center on October 8th, as part of tour promoting her new CD “So Many
Rivers” (Alligator). Marcia Ball has built a solid reputation through her
critically acclaimed melding of East Texas blues and Louisiana swamp
rock n roll: the perfect recipe for a portable Mardi Gras!

Marcia Ball at the piano

While there is no doubt that Sacred Heart is a visually impressive location
for live music, with vaulted ceilings, ornate stained glass and woodwork, it
poses a serious challenge from an acoustical perspective, with 6 seconds
of reverberation at 500Hz. Similarly, acousticians are not in a position to

make severe architectural adjustments to a listed building, especially a
church with a historic working organ, to which the room is tuned. With this
in mind, Kent Peterson, Minneapolis-based acoustic consultant for
architects Short Elliot Hendrickson, recently used the EASE™ acoustic
modeling program to work with the room, rather than against it. He
anticipates the use of rolling buffers to guard against superficial reflection
and reverberation, and is similarly interested in specifying a new PA that
can work to provide thorough, controlled coverage and intelligibility. Enter
the Dynacord Cobra system. Kent invited Dynacord US Product Manager
Jeff Taylor up to Sacred Heart to run sound through the Cobra for the
Marcia Ball show. By the end of the night, the system met with praise from
Marcia Ball, her engineer John Medina and Sacred Heart recording studio
engineer Eric Swanson, along with the audience and center staff.

Jeff Taylor and Marcia Ball’s sound engineer John Medina work the KT Helix

Equipment List: (2) Cobra Tops and (1) Cobra Sub per side; (1) Cobra
Top (stage monitor); Midas Venice 320 (front of house); Dynacord
Powermate 1600 (monitors); Klark Teknik DN9340 Helix digital equalizer;
Klark Teknik DN6000 real time audio analyzer. The factory built rack,
configured and preset for the Cobra system, is based around the Dynacord
Cobra DSP244 processor and (2) L2400 2x1200 watt power amplifiers.
The performance was mic’d using a wired RE510 high performance vocal

microphone, (1) RE200 on low register piano, (1) on high and (1) N/D468
instrument mic for general string coverage.
Jeff Taylor remarked: “This has been another challenge for the Cobra
system, which continues to prove its versatility in a wide range of
acoustically diverse spaces and situations. It’s a turnkey system that also
offers an engineer full control over potentially adverse acoustic
circumstances. A space like Sacred Heart is obviously going to need
some attention to detail when it comes to tuning the PA. The key to this
system lies in the dedicated speaker processing and amplification that
accompany the speakers from the factory. When you add the Helix and
the DS6000 to the mix, this system is unbeatable for jobs like this. I
thoroughly ‘pinked’ the room prior to soundcheck with the idea of working
with its reverberant character rather than trying to tame it down. The
DSP244 can be tweaked in inches and feet, and the source sound in a
highly reverberant space like this can be augmented by the processed
signal through the mains rather than the other way around. I delayed the
mains 6ft from Marcia Ball’s acoustic piano and vocals. That improved
intelligibility no end, and made the performance sound really natural.”
Sacred Heart Music Center’s Barb Darlind was extremely pleased with the
evenings’s sonic success, commenting after the show: “The sound was
phenomenal – it really proved to us that this room can sound great. The
system and the sound engineers really gave 300-percent in making this
night a success, and reaffirmed that we’ve got good thing going with live
performances here.”
As for the show itself? Steeped in the Dixie R&B tradition of greats like
Professor Longhair and Irma Thomas, Marcia Ball mixed a potent piano
gumbo of upbeat boogie woogie and heart wrenching blues, all with an
easy southern charm. She played selections from her new release, along
with favorites like “La Ti Da,” and “Red Hot.” Seated at a 9ft Baldwin
grand, Marcia commented: “Congratulations on the success of this music
center and the joy it brings Duluth.” The evening’s performance was filmed
for a live DVD compilation of acts that have played at the Sacred Heart.
The Cobra System: The Friendly Weapon
Within the last few years the popularity of line-array systems in the
professional concert sound business has dramatically increased because
of their characteristic coverage pattern, long-throw ability and lowdistortion. Now, with the COBRA System these advantages are also
available for applications employing conventional large-format line-array
systems, where economical operation was just not possible before. Cobra

comes as a complete, ideally tuned system including a digital system
controller with application-optimized presets and high-performance power
amps. The entire package is truly compact, quickly set up and remarkably
easy to operate.

Top to bottom: RE510 vocal mic; RE200 condenser mics; N/D468 instrument mic

Above: Jeff Taylor and the Midas Venice 320
Right: (2) Cobra Tops, (1) Cobra Sub.
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